
Referee #1 
 
The authors would like to thank Reviewer 1 for the comments and ideas. We addressed 
each comment (black) below in blue in detail. Respective text changes in the 
manuscript are also indicated. 
 
1) The paper provides very interesting smoke observations (SAGE III, OMPS). As a 
suggestion, one could try to compare the observations with respective lidar 
observations (Hu et al., ACP, 2019, Haarig et al., ACP, 2018, CALIOP from September 
2017 to March. 
We like the idea of comparing our satellite-based analysis with ground-based LiDAR 
measurements, which would make the study even more robust. However, both Haarig 
et al. and Hu et al. work with LiDAR measurements from Europe (France and 
Germany). The measurements in this study, which cover that region are shown in Fig. 
1B. Unfortunately, with only 30 measurements per day, the SAGEIII data set does not 
provide a profile close enough to Europe end of August for any comparison.  
 
2) Regarding the simulations: In Haarig et al. (2018), they show a size distribution (the 
soot showed a pronounced aged accumulation mode, but no coarse mode) and they 
found single scattering values of 0.74 (355nm), 0.8 (532nm), and 0.83 (1064nm).  In 
your simulation you use SSA of 0.9-0.93. This is quite high for soot!  Any comment? 
Maybe, another simulation with SSA of 0.8-0.85? 
The interval SSA= [0.90-0.93] has been chosen, consistently with past 
observations/modelling of the evolution of fire plume optical properties (cited in our 
manuscript, see Sect. 4), as to mimic an aged fire plume. In this case, the plume is 
expected to be composed of "sulphate-covered soot" rather than pure soot. This is 
generally associated to SSA >0.9 rather than 0.80-0.85. Please note that our radiative 
calculations have been based on a plume 2-3 week older than the plume sampled in the 
work described by Haaring at el. (2018). Please also note that our hypothesis on SSA is 
quite consistent with Ditas et al. (2019), mentioned by Referee #1 (see comment 3). 
See in particular Fig. S12b of this latter paper.  Basing on these considerations, we 
don’t feel that a SSA of 0.80-0.85 would be representative of the plume at the conditions 
discussed in our manuscript; we also feel that adding the estimations based on a further 
group of simulations in the discussion of the radiative forcing of this plume, with pure-
soot optical properties, would just be confusing for the Reader. If the Referee #1 still 
thinks that it can be useful, we might carry out new simulations and add this to Sect. 4. 
In any case, we added the reference to these observations of the plume in the revised 
manuscript: “This points at the presence of less absorbing features with respect to fresh 
biomass burning soot because of the progressive coating of condensed sulfates and/or 
organics (Ditas et al., 2019 and references therein). In addition, SSA for boreal forests 
fires have, on average, a higher SSA than tropical forests fires (Wong and Li, 2002). 
The optical properties of this fire plume have been observed with a ground-based 
LiDAR, on 22 August in Europe, by Haarig et al. (2018). They report a SSA of 0.80 in 
the visible spectral range, which is typical of pure-soot particles. Nevertheless, our 
radiative simulations are representative of a plume at least 2 weeks older than the one 
sampled by Haarig et al. (2018) and with quite likely less absorbing (in terms of 



absorption to scattering ratio) sulphate/organics-covered soot particles. Ditas et al 
(2019) have shown that SSA, for a biomass burning aerosol plume, is strongly 
dependent on the coating thickness of core black carbon particles. For aged fire 
plumes, a particle-to-core ratio of 4 or bigger was observed with in-situ aerosol 
observations on aircraft platforms (Fig. S12a of Ditas et al. (2019)). In these cases, the 
particles SSA has values of 0.90 or bigger (Fig. S12b of Ditas et al. (2019)). Therefore, 
we select 0.90 to 0.93 as the interval of SSA for the particular aged fire plume 
investigated in our paper”. 
    
 
3) Please also check the paper of Ditas et al. (PNAS, 2018/19) concerning their 
simulation of the impact of soot on the radiation field. 
Ditas et al. is a very interesting study and relevant to this work. We added some 
discussion on our choice of SSA, which is supported by the findings of Ditas et al  
 
Page 2 line 9: “Above southern France the plume was observed at altitudes up to about 
20 km (Khaykin et al., 2018). Multiple studies have analyzed the fire plume above 
western/central Europe with LiDAR observations (Khaykin et al., 2018; Ansmann et al., 
2018; Peterson et al., 2018). The general impact on the radiative balance and climate of 
aerosol plumes from wildfires in the lowermost stratosphere has recently been 
discussed in Ditas et al. 2018; they found that the global average direct radiative forcing 
at the top of the atmosphere (TOA) of biomass burning aerosols from wildfires may 
reach -0.20 W/m2 (including biomass burning plumes and biomass burning-affected 
background atmosphere, and including absorbing and scattering aerosol components) ” 
 
Page 10 line 31: “From the TOA RF calculations for the fire plume and ATAL, it can be 
concluded that the regional climate impact of the fire plume is up to 4 times (late ATAL, 
our estimation) and 2 times (peak ATAL, estimation by Vernier et al. (2015)) larger than 
the one of the ATAL. Our RF estimation for the fire plume is consistent with the 
estimated RF for biomass burning from wildfires of Ditas et al. (2019). The fire plume 
TOA RF estimated here in the tropical UTLS has the same order of magnitude as a 
moderate volcanic eruption. For example, Haywood et al. (2003) have estimated the 
mean RF…” 
 
 

  



Referee #2 
 

The authors would like to thank Reviewer 2 for the questions and suggestions made 
that help us make the paper overall more understandable and accessible for the 
Reader. Below, each comment (black) is addressed (blue) in detail, indicating the 
changes we have made on the manuscript. 
 
1) Page 6 starting from Line 15: “: : :in the whole NH >40N mid to end of August: : :” I 
am not sure I understand Fig. 1B, is there any data shown from mid to end of August 
2017? 
We agree that this sentence is confusing, because the ‘mid-to end- August bin’ is 
actually missing for the SAGEIII data set with no measurements. We have changed the 
sentence to  
“A strongly enhanced aerosol extinction signature in the SAGE III data set is first visible 
in the beginning of September, in the whole NH >40N (Fig. 1B). Previous studies 
(Khaykin et al., 2018; Ansmann et al., 2018; Haarig et al., 2018) have shown increased 
aerosol extinction values associated with the fire plume from mid August.” 
 
2) “The aerosol signature descends with 2 mm in altitude per second” Could you please 
draw a line on Fig.2B to show the decline slope? It is hard to tell by eyeball. “Hence, the 
descent of the aerosol is due to sedimentation” Well, I believe sedimentation plays an 
important role. However, what about the longitudinal dilution and cross-latitude transport 
from higher latitude to lower latitude (not necessarily happen in ASM region)? How do 
those affect the 5 km/month rate derived in the manuscript? 
 
We added a decline slope (Fig. 1B) as requested. 
We have changed the paragraph accordingly:  
“To exclude most cloud features and also background aerosol in Fig. 1B, we focus on 
the aerosol extinction region from ~0.6-0.9 km-1 for our analysis. A strongly enhanced 
aerosol extinction signature appears in the SAGE III data set, in the whole NH >40_N 
mid to end of August (Fig. 1B), after the beginning of the major fire event in Canada, 
confirming the results of multiple previous studies (Khaykin et al., 2018; Ansmann et al., 
2018; Haarig et al., 2018). Between November 2017 and ~March 2018, the aerosol 
signature descends with 0.64 mm in altitude per second based on aerosol extinction 
values > 0.8 km-1 (5 km in three months, October to Janurary). This is in the order of 
the rate expected for the downwelling of the BDC (see Abalos et al.,2015). The effect of 
sedimentation is expected to play an important role. However, the contribution of 
sedimentation as well as dilution/mixing is not quantified here, microphysical and 
dynamical sensitivity studies would be necessary. The troposphere and lower 
stratosphere are filled with enhanced aerosols until mid-April 2018.” 
 
To separate and quantify pure microphysical effects and dynamical ones, we would 1st 
need to compare simulations in one hydrostatic case (no transport) and 2nd include all 
processes (microphysics and dynamics). This would go beyond the scope of the 
presented study.  
 



 
3) Fig.1E: From OMPS, ATAL is mostly in troposphere; while from SAGEIII (Fig.2A,4A), 
ATAL’s peak extinction is above 15km. Please explain why OMPS’ ATAL is lower. 
The ATAL signal in the OMPS data set is visible up to ~18 km altitude (page 7 line 6, 
Figure 1E). In the SAGEIII data set (in Figure 2A and 4A) the ATAL signal has a 
maximum at 16 km. Hence, the agreement between both data sets for the ATAL height 
is very good. 
Change in the manuscript: end of page 7/ beginning of page 8: ‘…in the wider Asian 
monsoon area (green box from Fig. 1A). Considering the data coverage of OMPS and 
SAGEIII, the ATAL height of the two data sets are in a reasonable agreement (up to 18 
km for OMPS and peaking at 16 km for SAGEIII). 
Looking at the green box… ’ 
See also answer to comment number 6. 
 
4) Any stratospheric adjusting is taken into consideration in RF calculation especially for 
the 2017 fire plume with absorbing substance? 
Consistently with previous RF estimations for this event (e.g. Hu et al., 2019) no 
stratospheric adjustment is applied to our RF estimations. Nevertheless, this should 
have, in principle, a much smaller impact than for these previous studies, as we 
suppose a less absorbing fire plume (SSA=0.90-0.93) due to the longer atmospheric life 
when arriving to the AMA region than in Europe (see also Comment 2, Referee #1).    
 
5) In terms of equatorward transport of the plume, any other mechanisms/pathway can 
happen? For example, can the plume be lifted higher in the stratosphere in mid-hight 
latitudes, and then been transported to the tropics? Is there any way you can quantify/ 
compare the relative fraction of plume transported to tropics via the two ways 
respectively? 
Quantifying the exact transport of the fire plume of the Canadian wild fires in 2017 into 
the stratosphere is an interesting subject. Part of the fire plume was directly injected into 
the stratosphere above the fires, then transported within the jet to the Asian monsoon 
region. However, it is possible that part of the fire plume was first transported within the 
troposphere and later uplifted into the UTLS. Some of the coauthors are working on a 
different study to explore this further.  
 
6) Fig.4 I am a little lost here: a. In 4A, which is ATAL and which is fire?  
b. Is CO in 4B and 4C associated with fire at all? From Fig.3, authors suggest that ASM 
barrier prevents fire smoke mixed in; If CO can be mixed in, why not aerosols?  
The peak in Figure 4A at 15-16 km altitude can be associated with the ATAL and the 
peak at 17-18km with the fire plume. 
Enhanced CO values in Figure 4B are associated with the ‘general’ enhancement of 
tropospheric tracers inside the AMA and do not originate from the fire plume. 
We realize that the corresponding sentences lack some clarifying details (starting line 
33 page 8). Therefore, we have changed it to: “A measurement profile with readily 
identifiable and vertically separated AMA and fire plume signatures is shown in Fig. 4A. 
At around 370 K, the profile inside the AMA shows no clear evidence of enhanced 
aerosol from the fire plume (Fig. 4 A at ~16km altitude). This is consistent with the 



existence of the generally strongest confinement (transport barrier) at around 380 K 
(Ploeger et al., 2015). The generally weaker confinement at around 400 K compared to 
380 K is reflected by the CO gradient and Montgomery stream function shown in Fig. 
4B. The enhanced CO mixing ratios displayed in Figure 4B, indicate the entrainment of 
tropospheric tracers insider the AMA (e.g. Santee et al 2016, Park et al. 2006). 
The profile in Fig 4 is selected here, because of its location within the eastern flank of 
the AMA circulation (Fig. 4B), within the canonical northsouth transport pathway from 
the extra-tropics to the tropics. Back-trajectories show that air masses from the altitude 
levels of the fire plume and ATAL peaks pass over partly different regions 9 days prior 
to the SAGE III measurement profile (Fig. 4C). For this study ultra-violet (UV) aerosol 
index measurements by OMPS and the position of detected enhanced aerosol 
extinction values by CALIPSO are displayed in Fig. 4C. While CO mixing ratios are a 
fire indicator for ‘fresh’ plumes, enhanced aerosol can be traced over longer time 
scales. Because of the spatial distance between the fire plume origin and the Asian 
monsoon region, aerosol extinction values rather than CO measurements are taken as 
an indication for the fire plume….” 
 
7) Minor: Fig.3, why there are 2 identical color bars? 
We replaced the two color bars by one color bar. 
 

  



M. Fromm 
 
We would like to thank Michael Fromm for the detailed questions and comments made.  
As a general remark: we do not contradict other possible transport mechanisms of 
various fire plumes into the tropics, but rather analyze this specific case of a far northern 
fire and the fast transport pathway within the jet to the Asian monsoon region and into 
the tropics. We will emphasize this issue better to avoid misunderstandings. 
 

1) Abstract. In the first sentence (“: : :reached the tropics, and subsequently the tropical 
stratosphere: : :”) Kloss et al. seem to suggest that the Canadian smoke plume, upon 
entry into the area of the AMA, had a discernible tropospheric component. Only 
subsequently was it lofted into the stratosphere by the BDC according to this claim. This 
is a fairly provocative claim. However I could not find any evidence given or figures 
showing upper tropospheric smoke adjacent to and wrapping around the AMA. They 
attribute all the aerosols displayed below the tropopause to the ATAL. The evidence in 
Figure 1 and Khaykin et al. (2018) shows that by late August the smoke near the AMA 
was already at stratospheric heights and potential temperatures. If my understanding of 
the claim set forth in the abstract is correct, to defend it would require two things. 1. an 
unambiguous discernment of upper tropospheric smoke upstream of the tropical 
observations, and 2. evidence ruling out quasi-isentropic transport of the observed 
stratospheric smoke to the tropics. If on the contrary it is acknowledged that the smoke 
moving into Asia in late August was already spanning the lower stratosphere (as 
Khaykin et al. (2018) show) then it is hard to defend the abstract’s claim convincingly. 
We agree that this sentence is misleading. We really only analyze the fire plume 
signature that already reached the Asian monsoon area within the stratosphere. We 
emphasize the ‘tropical stratosphere’ because there it has the potential to be uplifted 
within the BDC and reach the ‘global’ stratosphere. We do not want to indicate here that 
we analyze any tropopause crossing into the stratosphere.  
The respective sentence in the abstract was chaned to: “We show that a fire plume 
injected into the lower stratosphere at high northern latitudes during the Canadian 
wildfire event in August 2017 reached the tropics, and was subsequently further lifted in 
the tropical stratosphere within the ascending branch of the Brewer-Dobson Circulation 
(BDC). “ 
 
2) On a technical but important note, the Abstract mentions “July” as part of the 
Canadian smoke event. There is no evidence here or in other papers that July was in 
play. This wording should be removed. 
Ok, the corresponding sentence was changed (see answer to comment 1). 
3) Introduction, L2-3. The manuscript stipulates that pyroCb activity is the source 
pathway for this plume. Hence it is critical to accurately establish the pyroconvective 
source. That is best done by citing Peterson et al. (2018) in this sentence. Peterson et 
al. give detailed and accurate constraints on both the pyroCb injection in the Pacific 
Northwest and the 3D footprint of the pyroCb plume on 14 August. Khaykin et al. (2018) 
points the reader to fires that did not exhibit pyroCb activity. (Sergey and I have had a 
personal communication on that matter.) Hence that paper is not fitting as a citation 
here. 



Thank you! We changed the citation to Peterson et al. 
4) On that topic, the choice of initializing CLaMS over three days centered on a box that 
is neither focused on the Pacific Northwest pyroCbs nor the pyroCb plume on a 
subsequent day seems destined to introduce many spurious or useless trajectories. The 
growing realization that there was significant diabatic lofting of the smoke further 
diminishes the applicability of the CLaMS construct and setup. Consequently little 
confidence can be gained from a set of these trajectories at a single potential 
temperature surface (especially since the plume was lower than 380 K in the first days 
(See Fig. 4 of Khaykin et al. (2018)). 
The CLaMS simulation is initialized at the time and altitude level of observed enhanced 
CO values (IASI measurements) due to the fire (see caption of Fig. 3). From the CLaMS 
simulation we do not derive any quantitative results of ‘how’, ‘when’ and ‘how much’, but 
rather use it as a qualitative (2D) visualization of the estimated transport pathway. We 
agree with M. Fromm that our initialization could also tag some air masses outside the 
IASI CO plume, although the box was chosen around the observed plume. To address 
the robustness of the deduced transport pathway we also initialized air masses (inside 
the same horizontal box) on each single day between 12th and 14th August, and on the 
different potential temperature levels between 345 and 465K.The transport pathway via 
the Asian monsoon circulation into the tropics emerged very robustly from all these 
sensitivity experiments. Therefore, for the paper we decided to show the transport of the 
total mass tracer tagging all air masses in the Canadian box for 12.-14. August and the 
entire layer 345-465K. 
For clarification, the respective paragraph has been modified: 
“To investigate the dynamics of the fire plume transport to the AMA region, an air mass 
origin tracer has been initialized between August 12th and 14th 2017 in the box over 
western Canada (green box in Fig. 3), using the CLaMS model.The point in time and 
space of the initialization box was chosen according to the position and time of high 
observed IASI CO vaues due to the fire. The simulation with box initialization as 
presented here, is a good indicator for possible large-scale transport pathways, but 
however should not be taken for quantitative estimations as some air masses within the 
box could not belong to the fire plume. The model fire tracer was injected in the 
respective box throughout the layer 345-465K, as observed by IASI . This approach was 
found to be very robust, by initializing air masses on different potential temperature 
levels (345-465K) and on each day between August 12th and 14th. Therefore, 
uncertainties arising from the observed time and injection altitude do not interfer with 
our line of arguments. After initialization, the tracer has been advected passively during 
the following weeks. This approach is similar to the one presented in (Vogel et al. 2015): 
the plume is first transported eastwards, at latitudes >40_N and passes over Europe in 
early/mid-August (Fig. 3A). After reaching the Asian monsoon area at the end of 
August, a fraction of the fire tracer is partly transported along the eastern flank of the 
AMA circulation from the extratropics into the tropics (Fig. 3B). In the simulations, part of 
the plume even reaches the southern hemisphere (Fig. 3C). It is shown that the plume 
reaches the tropics (<10_N) first through the AMA circulation (Fig. 3C). This is 
consistent with the SAGE III observations shown before. With the slow breakdown of 
the AMA, plume air masses mix into the area that has before been confined by the AMA 
transport barrier from the northern side (Fig. 3D). By mid-September most of the NH is 



filled with the artificial fire tracer at 380 K potential temperature (Fig. 3D). This pathway 
of the fire plume transport to the tropics within the eastern flank of the AMA circulation is 
further confirmed by OMPS aerosol extinction observations (see Figure S2 of the 
supporting material).” 
5) Introduction, L29. Of the 3 papers cited on this line, only one postulates the Nabro 
troposphere-ASM -convection pathway: Bourassa et al. (2012). Fairlie et al. Dispute that 
claim. Sellito et al. seem to be noncommittal on the pathway. Considering that Kloss et 
al. are apparently attempting to draw parallels with the Nabro publications and the 2017 
AMA/smoke interaction (P2, L30), it is important to accurately portray the literature on 
the Nabro event. 
The respective sentence was changed to: “For the Nabro volcano eruption, for example, 
the emitted aerosol and precursors have been partly injected directly into the lower 
stratosphere (Vernier et al. 2013, Fromm et al., 2013) at altitudes of about 15-18 km 
(Clarisse et al., 2014, Fromm et al., 2014). It has been suggested that a fraction might 
have been transported into the stratosphere via the upwelling in the Asian monsoon 
(Bourassa et al., 2012, 2013). Satellite observations of volcanic effluents as SO2 
(Clarisse et al., 2014) and sulphate aerosols (Sellitto et al., 2014) have shown the 
interaction of the plume horizontal dispersion and the AMA dynamics.” 
6) P3, L22. Why was it decided to use “cloud unfiltered” SAGE 3 data? Thomason and 
Vernier (ACP, 2013) were compelled to go to great lengths to adopt a rigorous cloud 
clearing in SAGE II data for the study of tropospheric aerosols (indeed the ATAL). For 
inadequately constrained data sets such as SAGE and OMPS it is essential to either 
attempt aerosol-cloud discrimination or acknowledge that the tropospheric information 
content is uncertain. This is especially true for a regime like the particularly cloudy ASM. 
We have originally done both (filtered and unfiltered) and actively decided among the 
coauthors to use the unfiltered version. We have decided for the unfiltered version, 
because we focus on the fire plume signature near the tropopause and the conclusions 
drawn were the same (+ the filtering process by Vernier and Thomason did not remove 
all cloud-like features in the new data product of SAGEIII). Note that newly cloud-filtered 
SAGEIII data are currently developped (Jean-Paul Vernier, personnal communication).  
The OMPS data are ‘cloud-filtered’ (only data above the ‘top of cloud’-altitude are 
taken).  
7) P6, L17. Like one of the reviewers, I do not see evidence of descent. In fact it can be 
argued from this figure that aerosol is ascending. Indeed Khaykin et al. (2018) show that 
the extratropical smoke plume height increased dramatically, presumably due to 
diabatic forcing. What is the indicator of descent? 
“To exclude most cloud features and also background aerosol, we focus on the aerosol 
extinction region from ~0.6-0.9 km-1 for our analysis. A strongly enhanced aerosol 
extinction signature appears in the SAGE III data set, in the whole NH >40_N mid to 
end of August (Fig. 1B), after the beginning of the major fire event in Canada, 
confirming the results of multiple previous studies (Khaykin et al., 2018; Ansmann et al., 
2018; Haarig et al., 2018). Between November 2017 and ~March 2018, the aerosol 
signature descends with 0.64 mm in altitude per second based on aerosol extinction 
values > 0.8 km-1 (5 km in three month, October to Janurary). This is in the order of the 
rate expected for the downwelling of the BDC (see Abalos et al.,2015). The effect of 
sedimentation is expected to play an important role. However, the contribution of 



sedimentation as well as dilution/mixing is not quantified here, microphysical and 
dynamical sensitivity studies would be necessary. The troposphere and lower 
stratosphere are filled with enhanced aerosols until mid-April 2018.” 
We have added a line to guide the eye in Fig 1B and D, as also suggested by one of the 
reviewers. 
 
8) P6, L20. I don’t see any difference in the extinction pattern after mid-April as 
compared to just prior to mid April. In fact tropospheric extinction appears to be 
saturated red throughout the timeline. I refer back to my comment above regarding 
cloud contamination and suggest that it is not possible to argue that the preponderance 
of the unfiltered tropospheric extinction signal on display is from aerosol. 
We agree that this paragraph as written is not clear. We have added a sentence in the 
beginning (see answer to comment 7) to clarify what aerosol extinction range we focus 
at. 
 
9) P6, discussion of Fig. 1C. The value and information content of this figure panel is 
not obvious. As the authors state, detailed interpretation of smoke layers is hindered by 
the lack of filtering. In addition, half of the period rendered is the winter season, when 
there is no anticyclone and confinement. Presumably smoke aerosols would be in 
evidence in any other longitudinal sector in the winter. Hence some additional 
explanation of the meaning of Figure 1C is called for meaning of Figure 1C is called for. 
We believe this plot is very important and have added another statement about the 
arrival of the plume already in the lower stratosphere. 
“Fig. 1C shows the SAGE III aerosol extinction values in the inner AMA region (black 
box in Fig. 1A). The unfiltered cloud structures in the SAGE III data set masks the first 
appearance of the plume in the back box in Fig. 1C. However, the first SAGE III profile 
that we can track back to the fire plume signature originating from the Canadian wildfire 
appears on August 30th 2017 at 17 km altitude. The relatively high altitudes of this 
signature (17-20 km) indicate that the fire plume arrived in the TTL region in the Asian 
monsoon area, where the upward motion inside the AMA might have forced the fire 
plume to rise, as it was the case for the Sarychev aerosol plume in 2009 (Vernier 
&,Thomason 2011). A clear signal is still apparent in April 2018, 8 months after its first 
appearance and long after the break down of the AMA confinement. However, it has to 
be noted that there are no previous years of SAGE III measurements available so that 
no comparison with background conditions in April can be made.” 
 

10) P6, L29. Like the discussion of descent earlier, it is not evident what feature 
suggests ascent in Figure 1D. Moreover, there are additional plausible explanations for 
a sloping aerosol feature in a time series set in a localized domain. For instance, wind 
shear upwind of the domain box can generate a sloping aerosol feature within the time 
series; an apparent descending slope for aerosols below the jet max, apparent ascent 
for above the jet max. Khaykin et al. (2018) actually allude to this as a factor in the 
transport of the 2017 smoke plume. Considering that the smoke plume was transported 
from afar to the Asian sector, the role of wind shear in the transport and deformation 
should be acknowledged and investigated. 
 



The respective paragraph in the manuscript has been modified: “To see whether the fire 
plume has entered the AMA circulation and has been transported to the tropics (as it 
has been shown for the Sarychev eruption by Wu et al. (2017)), another box south of 
the core Asian monsoon box has been chosen (Fig. 1A, magenta box). We attribute the 
ascending signal starting at around 16km in mid September and reaching altitudes of 
around 21 km about 6 months later to the Canadian wildfire, as its origin coincides in 
time and altitude with the fire signal in the AMA region (black box, Fig. 1C). In the 
tropics, the fire plume signature rises about 0.2-0.3 mm per second (about 5 km from 
September to April) in the magenta box according to aerosol extinction values of around 
0.6 km-1. This tropical upwelling velocity estimate is in good agreement with the tropical 
upwelling velocity in current reanalyses (e.g., Abalos et al., 2015, Fig. 6). Similar 
ascending features are visible around the globe 0-25C. It reaches approximatively the 
same altitude as the one above the black box in January 2018 (Fig. 1D). The reversed 
vertical transport of the aerosol particles in Fig. 1B compared to 1D (i.e. the observed 
descent in the northern latitudes and ascend in the tropics) reflects the contribution of 
the ascending and descending branch of the BDC. The average signal for the magenta 
box remains also until April 2018 at ~19 km altitude. The AMA generates a strong 
connection between the mid-latitudes and the tropics during the summer season.” 
 

11) As a general matter, it has been shown in published results, of this case and other 
pyroCb stratospheric smoke plumes, that large meridional excursions of the plume from 
extratropics to subtropics and tropics is routine and not beholden to the AMA. Khaykin 
et al. (2018) show that for the 2017 event; their Figure 3 shows Canadian smoke south 
of 30N over the western Atlantic Ocean. Jost et al. (GRL, 2004) showed Canadian 
stratospheric smoke at subtropical latitudes. (In a paper under review, Fromm et al. 
extend the Jost et al. case study and findings to latitudes as low as 14N.) Fromm et al. 
(JGR, 2008) showed stratospheric pyroCb smoke at a tropical location (Hawaii). The 
path there did not involve nor require the AMA circulation. Pumphrey et al. (ACP, 2011) 
showed Australian stratospheric pyroCb CO in the tropical southern hemisphere. 
Siddaway and Petelina (JGR, 2011) showed the tropical aerosol aspect of the CO 
plume that Pumphrey et al. presented. Hence the challenge for the present work is to 
convincingly show that the AMA was of consequence to the exclusion of (or together 
with) other demonstrable tropical plume excursions (E.g. Khaykin et al.’s Atlantic 
smoke). 
Those papers are relevant to our work and will be mentioned. 
We do not contradict other possible transport mechanisms into the tropics.We want to 
emphasize that we do not exclude the possibility that fire plume aerosols can also occur 
in the tropical stratosphere without any Asian monsoon anticyclone circulation 
interaction. Of course, the location of the occurring fire event is highly sensitive to the 
following transport mechanisms and also the time scale. In this case study we focus on 
the fire plume that was transported within the jet, reaching the Asian monsoon region 
and then transported around the anticyclone. We do, however, show for the first time 
that a fire plume originating from northern latitudes is transported within the circulation 
of the AMA (while not interacting with the isolated center of the AMA). Figure 3 by 
Khaykin et al. (2018) is limited to August 2017 and ~30°N while our Figure 1 and 3 (and 
discussions) focus also on September and the following months. From this point of 



view, the Khaykin study does not contradict our work, but is rather taken as an input 
location from where part of the plume is transported around the anticyclone (e.g. see 
Figure B2 of the supplements). 
12) Kloss et al. claim that there is no profile showing fire plume presence inside the 
AMA black box (Conclusions, P12, L14) but also infer (P6) that there is a SAGE smoke 
profile on 30 August inside that box. Their claim is at odds with Khaykin et al. (2018) 
who show (their Figure 3) CALIPSO plume detections well inside the black AMA box on 
two dates in late August. Back trajectories that I calculated show that these plume 
segments connect with the synoptic-scale plume from a few days earlier over Europe, 
as shown in this paper (Figure 4) and Khaykin et al. (2018). This is seemingly at odds 
with the contention that the smoke plume bypassed the AMA center. Moreover, it is 
consistent with the general antecedent conditions of a large and expanding smoke 
plume advected from Canada to Europe to east Asia, including the region of the black 
box. Hence the big picture, as shown in this paper and Khaykin et al. (2018), is more in 
line with advective transport equally under the influence of all the flow regimes present 
throughout the northern hemisphere at that time. 
The sentence says ‘inside the AMA’ and not ‘inside the AMA black box’. 
Our sentence (P12 L14) “There is no profile showing that the fire plume passes the 
barrier, mixing with the air masses inside the AMA.” is true and important (one of the 
main messages of the paper). It is neither at odds with Khaykin 2018, nor with the 
plume being above Europe a few days before. There are several profiles inside the 
transport barrier of the AMA with no fire signature (e.g. see Figure B3 of the 
supplements, with the ATAL signal).  
The black box from Figure 1 is chosen for a statistical approach, showing that this is an 
area of mostly being inside the AMA. The SAGEIII profile of the 30th of August is 
analyzed in detail and it is shown that this profile (on that particular day and on that 
particular altitude level) is within the flow of the anticyclone and not within the transport 
barrier. 
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Abstract. We show that a fire plume injected into the lower stratosphere at high northern latitudes during the Canadian

wildfire event in August 2017 reached the tropics, and was subsequently further lifted in the tropical stratosphere within the

ascending branch of the Brewer-Dobson Circulation (BDC). The transport from high to low latitudes in the upper troposphere

and lowermost stratosphere was mediated by the anticyclonic flow of the Asian monsoon circulation. The fire plume reached

the Asian monsoon area in late August/early September, when the Asian Monsoon Anticyclone (AMA) was still in place.5

While there is no evidence of mixing into the center of the AMA, we show that a substantial part of the fire plume is entrained

into the anticyclonic flow at the AMA edge, and is transported from the extra-tropics to the tropics, and possibly the Southern

Hemisphere particularly following the north-south flow on the eastern side. In the tropics the fire plume is lifted by ∼5 km in

7 months. Inside the AMA we find evidence of the Asian Tropopause Aerosol Layer (ATAL) in August, doubling background

aerosol conditions with a calculated top of the atmosphere shortwave radiative forcing (RF) of -0.05 W/m2. The regional10

climate impact of the fire signal in the wider Asian monsoon area in September exceeds the impact of the ATAL by a factor of

2-4 and compares to that of a plume coming from an advected moderate volcanic eruption. The stratospheric, trans-continental

transport of this plume to the tropics and the related regional climate impact point at the importance of long-range dynamical

interconnections of pollution sources.
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1 Introduction

During the 2017 summer season, historically severe wildfires appeared in western Canada and in the north-western United

States. Strong thunderstorms (pyro-cumulonimbus activity), which developed above the fires, injected smoke particles above

western Canada into the lower extratropical stratosphere in mid-August (Khaykin et al., 2018). The fire plume was transported

through the jet stream eastward and rose 2-3 km per day within the first days after its injection into the stratosphere (Khaykin5

et al., 2018). Three days after the first appearance in the stratosphere above Canada, the plume first appeared over Europe on

August 19th. Above southern France the plume was observed at altitudes up to about 20 km (Khaykin et al., 2018). Multiple

studies have analyzed the fire plume above western/central Europe with LiDAR observations (Khaykin et al., 2018; Ansmann

et al., 2018; Peterson et al., 2018). The general impact on the radiative balance and climate of aerosol plumes from wildfires

in the lowermost stratosphere has recently been discussed in Ditas et al. (2018); they found that the global average direct10

radiative forcing at the top of the atmosphere (TOA) of biomass burning aerosols from wildfires may reach -0.20 W/m2 (includ-

ing biomass burning plumes and biomass burning-affected background atmosphere, and including absorbing and scattering

aerosol components).

The Asian summer monsoon largely determines the composition of the Upper-Troposphere–Lower-Stratosphere (UTLS), es-

pecially in the Tropical Tropopause Layer (TTL: as defined in Fueglistaler et al. (2009)). Either within the upwelling of the15

Asian monsoon or through the dynamical transport around the Asian Monsoon Anticyclone (AMA), air masses are drawn up

each year between approximatively June and September into the TTL. It has been shown that most of the air entering the strato-

sphere in the tropics is transported around the AMA circulation without entering its core (Tissier and Legras, 2016). Within the

AMA, air masses of continental origin are likely trapped, due to the dynamical barrier of the surrounding jets and enhanced

tropospheric and reduced stratospheric tracer concentrations are typically observed inside the transport barrier e.g. (Park et al.,20

2008; Randel et al., 2010; Bergman et al., 2013; Santee et al., 2016). Additionally, an accumulation of aerosols has been found

inside the AMA, the Asian Tropopause Aerosol Layer (ATAL) (Vernier et al., 2011a; Yu et al., 2015). The ATAL existence

has been attributed to the recent increase of Asian emissions of anthropogenic pollutants like sulphur dioxide and volatile

organic compounds (R. Neely et al., 2014; Yu et al., 2015) and is sustained by the convective activity of the Asian monsoon.

The composition, variability, trend and budget of the ATAL are largely uncertain and are currently studied. The impact of the25

ATAL on the extratropical aerosol budget in the northern hemisphere (NH) has been investigated by Khaykin et al. (2017).

On average, the geographical extent of the AMA is largest in mid-July through beginning of August, then decreases until it

completely dissipates by the end of September (Santee et al., 2016). Lagrangian transport simulations suggest that 5% of the

air mass in the tropical pipe at 460 K and 15% in the extratropical lowermost stratosphere at 380 K originate in the anticyclone

over the course of a year (Ploeger et al., 2017). Conditions of enhanced aerosol concentration such as volcanic eruptions can30

act as tracers of AMA dynamics and troposphere-to-stratosphere transport. For the Nabro volcano eruption, for example, the

emitted aerosol and precursors have been partly injected directly into the lower stratosphere (Vernier et al., 2013; Fromm et al.,

2013) at altitudes of about 15-18 km (Clarisse et al., 2014; Fromm et al.). It has been suggested that a fraction might have

been transported into the stratosphere via the upwelling in the Asian monsoon (Bourassa et al., 2012). Satellite observations
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of volcanic effluents as SO2 (Clarisse et al., 2014) and sulphate aerosols (Sellitto et al., 2017) have shown the interaction of

the plume’s horizontal dispersion and the AMA dynamics. It shows that the AMA can be a pathway for tropospheric aerosols

to the TTL and the stratosphere. During the year of the Sarychev eruption, which occurred at the beginning of the Asian

monsoon season a negative anomaly inside the AMA has been shown, while for all other years, there is a positive aerosol

anomaly (ATAL) (Vernier et al., 2011a). Both observations (for the Sarychev and Nabro eruption) support a transport barrier5

that separates ‘inside’ and ‘outside’. Volcanic aerosol plumes remaining outside of the AMA (as for the Sarychev eruption)

can instead be transported along the eastern flank of the AMA circulation into the tropics (Wu et al., 2017). The importance of

the Asian monsoon circulation for the horizontal transport of extratropical air masses into the tropics has already been shown

by Konopka et al. (2010).

The Canadian fire event of August 2017 occurred during the same timeframe of the Asian monsoon season in 2017. Here, we10

investigate the impact of the AMA circulation on the horizontal transport of the fire plume from the Canadian fires in 2017.

In addition, we estimate the regional climate impact of the fire plume in the Asian monsoon area and we compare this impact

to the one of the ATAL during the monsoon season. Furthermore, the wider impact of the plume is compared with that of a

moderate volcanic eruption.

The paper is structured as follows: data sets and methods are described in Section 2. The pathway of the fire plume to the Asian15

monsoon region is analysed in Section 3. The corresponding regional climate impact is estimated in Section 4.

2 Methods

2.1 SAGE III-ISS aerosol extinction profiles

Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment (SAGE III-ISS) was launched in February 2017 and mounted aboard the Interna-

tional Space Station. Data from the instrument is available from June 2017 onwards. SAGE III uses solar and lunar occultation20

and limb-scatter to infer profiles of trace gases like ozone and aerosol extinction coefficient at nine wavelengths between 384

and 1544 nm. Due to orbital considerations, SAGE III acquires 30 sets of profiles per day in two latitudes bands which span

from roughly 60◦N to 60◦S over the course of a month with best spatial coverage in the mid-latitudes (30-60◦). The vertical

extent of the aerosol extinction coefficient profiles is from roughly 40 km down to encountering either the solid Earth or ex-

ceeding the dynamical range of the detector usually in association with an optically opaque water cloud. These profiles have a25

vertical resolution of ∼1 km and are reported every 0.5 km from 0.5 to 40 km. The horizontal resolution is approximately 200

km along the line of sight between the instrument and the Sun and stretched along the direction of motion of the platform (ISS)

by an additional 200 km. The meteorological data including the height of the tropopause are derived from the Modern-Era

Retrospective analysis for Research and Applications, Version 2 (MERRA-2). Herein, we make use of the cloud-unfiltered

version 5.1 solar occultation aerosol extinction coefficient profiles at 3 wavelengths (384, 521, 676 nm).30
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Figure 1. (A) Selection criteria for the defined AMA box (black box, 25◦N-38◦N and 40◦E-95◦E) for this paper, a southern area (magenta

box, 5◦N-25◦N and 40◦E-95◦E), the wider Asian monsoon area box (green box: 15◦N-45◦N and 40◦E-110◦E): the occurrence frequency

of the AMA at 380K (color filling) in percentage of days for August 1st to September 5th in 2017 is used as a criterion for the selection of

the boxes. It is based on the probability of a grid point having a PV value below 4 PVU, according to Ploeger et al. (2015). Red contours

represent the percentage values; the cyan contour shows the average PV transport barrier. (B), (C) and (D) SAGE III aerosol extinction values

at 521nm on 15 day averages for (B) all longitudes and latitudes above 40◦N with an average of 88 profiles per bin, (C) for the black box in

A, with an average of 5 profiles per bin, (D) for the magenta box in A with an average of 7 profiles per bin. White plus symbols represent

the average tropopause altitude of the averaged profiles. Grey dashed lines in (B) and (D) represent the observed descent/ascent. (E) OMPS

daily median aerosol extinction measurements in the black box at 675 nm. The black line represents the daily mean tropopause height in the

black box.
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2.2 OMPS aerosol extinction profiles

The Ozone Mapping Profiler Suite Limb Profiler (OMPS-LP) instrument onboard Suomi National Polar-orbiting Partnership

(Suomi NPP) images the Earth limb by pointing aft along the spacecraft flight path. The sensor employs 3 vertical slits separated

horizontally to provide near global coverage in 3-4 days. The instrument measures limb scattering radiance and solar irradiance

at the 290 – 1000 nm wavelength range and the 0-80 km altitude range with 1.6 vertical resolution. The current OMPS-LP

algorithm uses the radiance measurements at a single wavelength (675 nm) to estimate the aerosol extinction coefficient profile

(Loughman et al., 2018; Deland, 2016). In this study, we use the OMPS version 1.5 aerosol extinction data (Chen et al., 2018),

left slit only, from May 2016 to 2018 in the area 25-38◦N and 40-95◦E. Data are provided between 10 and 40 km altitude.5

Clouds have been filtered by removing the data below the cloud top (Chen et al., 2016) for clouds below the tropopause. Hence,

potential biomass, volcanic and fire plume aerosol signals are maintained in the stratosphere. However, some residual cloud

contamination remains. As for SAGE III, the tropopause altitude is provided by MERRA-2 forward processing.

2.3 CLaMS CO simulations

The Chemical Lagrangian Model of the Stratosphere (CLaMS) is a Lagrangian Chemistry transport model. The transport is10

modelled based on 3D forward trajectories and an additional parameterization of small-scale mixing (McKenna et al., 2002;

Konopka et al., 2007). For this study, the model transport is driven by ERA-Interim meteorological data (Dee et al., 2011).

Here, the CO trace gas enhancements in the AMA simulated by CLaMS are used to confirm the location and isolation of the

anticyclone indicated by the PV field. The lower boundary condition are derived from Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS)

version 6 satellite measurements following the approach presented by Pommrich et al. (2014). Chemical loss is included in the15

model based on reactions with OH (Pommrich et al., 2014). However, it has to be noted that upward transport in the troposphere

is likely too weak in ClaMS due to the lack of a convective parameterization and therefore, the simulated CO mixing ratio in

the Asian monsoon area are likely too low. However, the simulated CO indicates the isolation and position of the AMA.

2.4 TRACZILLA back-trajectories

Back-trajectories are computed using archived horizontal winds and vertical velocities from the European Centre for Medium-20

Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) reanalyses (Pisso and Legras, 2008). For trajectories remaining in the Asian area, ERA-5

kinematics are used for the calculation for 1-hourly time steps with a horizontal resolution of 0.125◦ x 0.125◦ and a vertical

resolution of ∼300 to 500 m. For back trajectories leaving Asia, the global Era-Interim input is used (Dee et al., 2011), with a

vertical resolution of around 1 km at the considered altitudes and a 1◦x1◦ horizontal resolution on a global scale and 3-hourly

time steps. The time, pressure level and region of the air parcels release is chosen according to the individual SAGE III profiles25

of interest. Here, 1000 trajectories are initiated on a regular grid covering the spatial uncertainty of the SAGE III measurements.

5



2.5 UVSPEC Radiative forcing estimations

The shortwave surface and TOA direct radiative forcing for this event is estimated using the UVSPEC radiative transfer model

and the LibRadtran package (Mayer and Kylling, 2005), available at the following website:

http://www.libradtran.org/doku.php. The radiative transfer equation is solved with the SDISORT method, the pseudo-spherical30

approximation of the discrete ordinate method (DISORT) (Dahlback and Stamnes, 1991). Surface and TOA direct and diffuse

shortwave spectra are computed in the range 300.0 to 3000.0 nm (0.1 nm spectral resolution). We use the input solar flux

spectra of Kurucz (2005). The atmospheric state in terms of the vertical profiles of temperature, pressure, humidity and gas

concentration is set as for the AFGL (Air Force Geophysics Laboratory) climatological standard tropical atmosphere (Anderson

et al., 1986). Molecular absorption is parameterized with the LOWTRAN band model (H. Pierluissi and S. Peng, 1985),

as adopted from the SBDART code (Ricchiazzi et al., 1998). We performed clear-sky simulations. We perform a baseline5

simulation, with this setup and a background boundary layer aerosol layer. Then we add the measured fire plume and ATAL

extinction coefficient profiles (SAGE III observations). For baseline and fire plume- or ATAL-perturbed configurations, we

simulate the radiative transfer at different solar zenith angles (SZA). The daily average shortwave TOA radiative forcing for a

given aerosol layer (fire plume or ATAL) is calculated as the SZA-averaged upward diffuse irradiance for a baseline simulation

without the investigated aerosols minus that with aerosols, integrated over the whole spectral range. The shortwave surface10

radiative forcing is calculated as the SZA-averaged downward global (direct plus diffuse) irradiance with aerosols minus

baseline, integrated over the whole spectral range.

3 Tracing of the fire plume in the Asian monsoon region

To study the transport of the Canadian fire plume in the Asian monsoon area, we distinguish two sub-regions: 1st the main

Asian monsoon region 15-45◦N and 40-110◦E (the green box in Fig. 1A), a compromise from the choices of Santee et al.15

(2016),Ploeger et al. (2015), Vernier et al. (2011a) and 2nd the AMA box in 2017 25◦N-38◦N and 40◦E-95◦E, with maximized

probability of being inside the AMA at 380 K for August 2017 (the black box in Fig. 1A). This probability (occurrence

frequency) has been calculated according to a maximum in the PV gradient on the 380K isentrope following Ploeger et al.

(2015). Even though this is considered as a reliable method to identify the AMA center, it should be noted that the maximum in

the PV gradient around the monsoon anticyclone is weak (see discussion in Ploeger et al. (2015)) and has even not been detected20

for several days during summer 2017. Based on the strength of the easterly jets in 2017 the circulation of the anticyclone was

strongest during July and from thereon declined very slowly and was still in place, even if weaker, at the end of September (see

Fig. A1).

To exclude most cloud features and also background aerosol in Fig. 1B, we focus on the aerosol extinction region from 0.6-0.9

km−1 for our analysis. A strongly enhanced aerosol extinction signature appears in the SAGE III data set, in the whole NH25

>40◦N mid to end of August (Fig. 1B), after the beginning of the major fire event in Canada, confirming the results of multiple

previous studies (Khaykin et al., 2018; Ansmann et al., 2018; Haarig et al., 2018). Between November 2017 and March 2018,

the aerosol signature descends with 0.64 mm in altitude per second based on aerosol extinction values > 0.8 km−1 (5 km in
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Figure 2. (A) Mean SAGE III aerosol extinction profiles in the UTLS at 521 nm in defined areas: the green curve shows the average for

the black box from Fig. 1A, from August 10th to 15th. The black curve is the equivalent mean extinction profile for the area 15-45◦N and

60◦W-10◦E. The red curve shows the average for the green box in Fig. 1A from 1st-5th. Tropopause heights, given by the SAGE III data set

are indicated (dotted green line: ±2.7 km, dotted red line: ±2.3 km). Number of profiles averaged are indicated. (B) Spectral aerosol optical

depth (AOD) from SAGE III observations for the mean fire and ATAL (dashed red and green lines respectively). The interval of CALIOP

AODs at 550 nm for ATAL and Junge layer are also displayed (semi-transparent blue and green) Vernier et al. (2015). Dots indicate the

Angström exponent for the fire (red) and ATAL (green).

three month, October to Janurary). This is in the order of the rate expected for the downwelling of the BDC (see Abalos et al.

(2015)). The effect of sedimentation is expected to play an important role. However, the contribution of sedimentation as well30

as dilution/mixing is not quantified here, microphysical and dynamical sensitivity studies would be necessary. The troposphere

and lower stratosphere are filled with enhanced aerosols until mid-April 2018.

Fig. 1C shows the SAGE III aerosol extinction values in the inner AMA region (black box in Fig. 1A). The unfiltered cloud

structures in the SAGE III data set masks the first appearance of the plume in the back box in Fig. 1C. However, the first

SAGE III profile that we can track back to the fire plume signature originating from the Canadian wildfire appears on August

30th 2017 at ∼17 km altitude. The relatively high altitudes of this signature (17-20 km) indicate that the fire plume arrived in

the TTL region in the Asian monsoon area, where the upward motion inside the AMA might have forced the fire plume to rise,

as it was the case for the Sarychev aerosol plume in 2009 (Vernier et al., 2011b). A clear signal is still apparent in April 2018,5

8 months after its first appearance and long after the break down of the AMA confinement. However, it has to be noted that

there are no previous years of SAGE III measurements available so that no comparison with background conditions in April

can be made.

To see whether the fire plume has entered the AMA circulation and has been transported to the tropics (as it has been shown

for the Sarychev eruption by Wu et al. (2017)), another box south of the core Asian monsoon box has been chosen (Fig. 1A,10

magenta box). We attribute the ascending signal starting at around 16 km in mid September and reaching altitudes of around

21 km about 6 months later to the Canadian wildfire, as its origin coincides in time and altitude with the fire signal in the
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AMA region (black box, Fig. 1C). In the tropics, the fire plume signature rises about 0.2-0.3 mm per second (about 5 km from

September to April) in the magenta box according to aerosol extinction values of around 0.6 km−1. This tropical upwelling

velocity estimate is in good agreement with the tropical upwelling velocity in current reanalyses (e.g. Abalos et al. (2015), Fig.15

6). Similar ascending features are visible around the globe 0-25◦N. The reversed vertical transport of the aerosol particles in

Fig. 1B compared to 1D (i.e. the observed descent in the northern latitudes and ascend in the tropics) reflects the contribution

of the ascending and descending branch of the BDC. The average signal for the magenta box remains also until April 2018 at

∼19 km altitude. The AMA generates a strong connection between the mid-latitudes and the tropics during the summer season.

Individual SAGE III observations are further analyzed in Fig. 4, B1 to B3, to show that the enhanced aerosol extinction values

(Fig. 1) can be assigned to the Canadian fire plume.

As a solar occultation instrument, SAGE III provides an enhanced sensitivity of the aerosol extinction signal. In order to5

provide a better statistics for a daily mean average and investigate a potential co-occurrence of the fire plume and the ATAL in

this area, the denser data set in terms of space and time of the OMPS-LP is inspected in the black box. In Fig. 1E the ATAL

is clearly visible for all three years displayed (2016-2018) in July and August up to 18 km altitude. The fire plume appears

at altitudes between 16 and 21 km at the beginning of September 2017 and is not visible anymore at the end of March 2018.

Both signals appear as two distinguishable events on different altitude ranges (fire plume: 16-22 km, ATAL: <18 km). In Fig.10

1E, the ATAL is mostly apparent in the troposphere, while the fire plume appears clearly in the stratosphere, which indicates

a clear separation between both aerosol layers. During early September (earliest fire signal in Fig. 1E), the ATAL is already in

the process of slowly declining.

The green solid line in Fig. 2A shows the average SAGE III profile for the black box from Fig. 1A, prior to any fire influence, i.e.

10th-15th August. It shows a clear ATAL signal with a broad peak located at ∼15 km altitude. This peculiar peak becomes even15

more evident in comparison with the average aerosol extinction signal during the same period outside the Asian monsoon box

(black dashed line). The ATAL signal doubles the background aerosol extinction at 15 km altitude. The doubling of background

conditions and the altitude range agree well with the ATAL signal found by Vernier et al. (2015) in the SAGE II and CALIOP

data set. There are no SAGE III measurements from July to August 10th in the wider Asian monsoon area (green box from

Fig. 1A). Considering the data coverage of OMPS and SAGEIII, the ATAL height of the two data sets are in a reasonable20

agreement (up to 18 km for OMPS and peaking at 16 km for SAGEIII). Looking at the green box between September 1st and

5th (red line) shows that the aerosol extinction of the fire plume reaching the Asian monsoon area is by a factor of ∼9 higher

than the ATAL signal observed in August and by a factor of ∼18 higher than background aerosol conditions. The average peak

altitude of the visible fire plume is ∼18 km.

From the average fire plume and ATAL spectral aerosol extinction profiles identified in Fig. 2A, spectral aerosol optical depth25

(AOD) are derived and shown in Fig. 2B. In Vernier et al. (2015), the time-evolution of the averaged ATAL AOD in July-

August, between 1995 and 2013, is derived at 525 nm with a combination of SAGE II and CALIOP data, using different

hypotheses of the LiDAR ratio value for the target aerosol layer. For this reason, the derived AODs are very uncertain. The

average July-August ATAL AOD estimated by Vernier et al. (2015) lies between 0.0030 and 0.0070. In our case, the average

ATAL AOD at 525 nm is ∼0.0025. This is consistent with Vernier et al. (2015), considering that our value is averaged on a30
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late monsoon period (i.e. August 10th to 15th), when the dynamical barrier of the AMA starts to decline and, consequently,

the ATAL concentration and AOD are possibly weaker than e.g. in July. The ATAL AOD decreases steeply with wavelength to

values smaller than 0.001 at 1020 nm. The fire plume has significantly higher AOD values, i.e. from values higher than 0.010

at 380-520 nm to ∼0.0045 at 1020 nm. As an indicator for the average particle size in the aerosol populations the average

Angström exponent is estimated for both ATAL and fire plume (Fig. 2B). It is calculated starting from the AOD values at 86935

and 521 nm. A higher Angström exponent can be associated with the prevalence of smaller particles, while a lower exponent

points at larger particles, on average. Angström exponents between ∼0.8 and 1.5 may be linked to aged biomass burning plumes

(e.g. Müller et al. (2007) and Pereira et al. (2014)). On the contrary, higher Angström exponents (1.8 or greater) may point at

freshly nucleated secondary aerosol and/or younger biomass burning plumes (e.g. Müller et al. (2007)). The average Angström

exponent has values of ∼1.9 for the ATAL and 0.9 for the fire plume (Fig. 2B). This is consistent with our identification of an5

aged fire plume, transported into a region previously dominated by a layer of freshly nucleated, smaller particles.

To investigate the dynamics of the fire plume transport to the AMA region, an air mass origin tracer has been initialized between

August 12th and 14th 2017 in the box over western Canada (green box in Fig. 3), using the CLaMS model. The point in time

and space of the initialization box was chosen according to the position and time of high observed IASI CO vaues due to the

fire. The simulation with box initialization as presented here, is a good indicator for possible large-scale transport pathways,10

but however should not be taken for quantitative estimations as some air masses within the box could not belong to the fire

plume. The model fire tracer was injected in the respective box throughout the layer 345-465 K, as observed by IASI . This

approach was found to be very robust, by initializing air masses on different potential temperature levels (345-465 K) and on

each day between August 12th and 14th. Therefore, uncertainties arising from the observed time and injection altitude do not

interfer with our line of arguments. After initialization, the tracer has been advected passively during the following weeks. This15

approach is similar to the one presented in Vogel et al. (2015): the plume is first transported eastwards, at latitudes >40◦N and

passes over Europe in early/mid-August (Fig. 3A). After reaching the Asian monsoon area at the end of August, a fraction of

the fire tracer is partly transported along the eastern flank of the AMA circulation from the extratropics into the tropics (Fig.

3B). In the simulations, part of the plume even reaches the southern hemisphere (Fig. 3C). It is shown that the plume reaches

the tropics (<10◦N) first through the AMA circulation (Fig. 3C). This is consistent with the SAGE III observations shown20

before. With the slow breakdown of the AMA, plume air masses mix into the area that has before been confined by the AMA

transport barrier from the northern side (Fig. 3D). By mid-September most of the NH is filled with the artificial fire tracer at

380 K potential temperature (Fig. 3D). This pathway of the fire plume transport to the tropics within the eastern flank of the

AMA circulation is further confirmed by OMPS aerosol extinction observations (see Figure C1 of the supporting material).

A measurement profile with readily identifiable and vertically separated AMA and fire plume signatures is shown in Fig.25

4A. Around 370 K, the profile inside the AMA shows no clear evidence of enhanced aerosol from the fire plume (Fig. 4A at

∼16 km altitude). This is consistent with the existence of the generally strongest confinement (transport barrier) at around

380 K (Ploeger et al., 2015). The generally weaker confinement at around 400 K compared to 380 K is reflected by the CO

gradient and Montgomery stream function shown in Fig. 4B. The enhanced CO mixing ratios displayed in Figure 4B, indicate

the entrainment of tropospheric tracers insider the AMA (e.g. Santee et al. (2016); Park et al. (2008)). The profile in Fig 4 is30
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Figure 3. Selected maps at 380 K potential temperature on (A) Aug 17th, (B) Aug 26th, (C) Sep 5th and (D) Sep 19th at 380 K for the

CLaMS simulation for the fire tracer initialized in the green box (area: 50<lat<65, 235<lon<255, potential temperature: 345 K<theta<465 K)

between 345 K-465 K potential temperature. CF_00 represents the fraction of the air mass originating from the green box. The position and

time (Aug 12th to 14th 2017) of the initialization of the fire tracer has been chosen according to the first appearance of enhanced CO mixing

ratios in the stratosphere above western Canada, observed by IASI. White lines represent PV contours. This approach is similar to the one

presented in Vogel et al. (2015).

selected here, because of its location within the eastern flank of the AMA circulation (Fig. 4B), within the canonical north-

south transport pathway from the extra-tropics to the tropics. Back-trajectories show that air masses from the altitude levels of

the fire plume and ATAL peaks pass over partly different regions 9 days prior to the SAGE III measurement profile (Fig. 4C).

For this study ultra-violet (UV) aerosol index measurements by OMPS and the position of detected enhanced aerosol extinction

values by CALIPSO are displayed in Fig. 4C. While CO mixing ratios are a fire indicator for ‘fresh’ plumes, enhanced aerosol35

can be traced over longer time scales. Because of the spatial distance between the fire plume origin and the Asian monsoon

region, aerosol extinction values rather than CO measurements are taken as an indication for the fire plume. About 40% of

the red back-trajectories (initialized at the fire plume peak altitude) pass over areas with fire influence. Air masses measured at

17-18 km altitude in Fig. 4A can be understood as a mixture of air masses, partly influenced by the fire and partly coming from

other regions; in any case, the fire plume particles signature on the aerosol extinction is predominant. Air masses measured at5

15-16 km reasonably follow the AMA circulation and pass through the polluted and convective South-East Asian and Indian

region. Therefore, the two peaks in Fig. 4A, one at 17-18 km altitude (∼395K) and one at 15-16 km altitude (∼370 K),
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can be associated with the fire plume and with the ATAL respectively. With the limiting spatial resolution of remote sensing

instruments, it cannot be concluded whether both air masses have mixed. More examples are discussed in the supplements: one

profile showing enhanced aerosols due to the fire, originating from the plume (Fig. B1), one profile showing both enhanced10

aerosols from the plume and ATAL (Fig. B2) and one profile with a visible ATAL signal and no fire signature, due to the

dynamical position of the measurement (Fig. B3).

Another profile showing enhanced aerosols due to the fire, originating from the plume is shown in the supplements (Fig.

B2).

4 Regional climate impact

The radiative properties of the fire plume, once in the AMA region, are studied and compared with those of the observed late5

ATAL layer. Starting from the spectral aerosol extinction from the SAGE III observations for the mean fire plume and ATAL

of Fig. 2A, the radiative impacts have been estimated by means of the shortwave (300.0 to 3000.0 nm) daily average clear-sky

direct radiative forcing (RF) at the surface and at the TOA, as well as their f ratio (Fig. 5). The f ratio is defined as the ratio

between surface and TOA RF (e.g. Di Biagio et al. (2010) and Sellitto et al. (2016)). Even though the aerosol extinction data

used in our simulation have been observed, hypotheses are necessary for the single scattering albedo (SSA) of the two aerosol10

layers. To cope with the limited knowledge of this parameter, we run the radiative transfer simulations multiple times using

different realistic SSA values: from 0.90 to 0.93 for the advected fire plume and from 0.97 to 0.99 for the ATAL. Values higher

than 0.90 for aged fire plumes are found by e.g. Haywood et al. (2003). This points at the presence of less absorbing features

with respect to fresh biomass burning soot because of the progressive coating of condensed sulfates and/or organics (Ditas et al.

(2018) and references therein). In addition, SSA for boreal forests fires have, on average, a higher SSA than tropical forests fires15

(Wong and Li, 2002). The optical properties of this fire plume have been observed with a ground-based LiDAR, on 22 August in

Europe, by Haarig et al. (2018). They report a SSA of 0.80 in the visible spectral range, which is typical of pure-soot particles.

Nevertheless, our radiative simulations are representative of a plume at least 2 weeks older than the one sampled by Haarig

et al. (2018) and with quite likely less absorbing (in terms of absorption to scattering ratio) sulphate/organics-covered soot

particles. Ditas et al. (2018) have shown that SSA, for a biomass burning aerosol plume, is strongly dependent on the coating20

thickness of core black carbon particles. For aged fire plumes, a particle-to-core ratio of 4 or bigger was observed with in-situ

aerosol observations on aircraft platforms (Fig. S12a of Ditas et al. (2018)). In these cases, the particles SSA has values of

0.90 or bigger (Fig. S12b of Ditas et al. (2018)). Therefore, we select 0.90 to 0.93 as the interval of SSA for the particular aged

fire plume investigated in our paper. The ATAL is considered as principally composed of freshly nucleated secondary organic

and sulfate aerosols, both characterized by very high (near-1) SSA. Nevertheless, the precise composition of the ATAL and its25

variability are still largely unknown. Then, starting from the idea of very reflective aerosols, we have extended the interval of

SSA for the ATAL, to smaller values (i.e. down to 0.97). To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first estimation of the surface

direct RF and f ratio of the ATAL. Our estimation of the TOA RF for the ATAL (about -0.05 W/m2) is significantly smaller
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Figure 4. (A) SAGE III aerosol extinction values for the profile taken on August 31st 2017 at 22.47◦N and 45.18◦E. The dotted black

line represents the given tropopause height by the SAGE III data set. (B) CLaMS CO map at 380 and 400 K on August 31st 2017. Gray

lines represent the PV contours at 3.6 PVU. The determination of the AMA PV transport barrier works only on a few days in 2017. White

lines show the Montgomery stream function. The black cross represents the profile position. (C) OMPS UV aerosol index (yellow-reddish

areas) and the plume altitude based on CALIOP observations (blue to green dots), which show enhanced aerosol values due to the fire plume

on August 22nd (9 days prior to the SAGE III measurement profile in A). Superimposed: Every 5th of the 1000 9-day back trajectories

calculated using TRACZILLA starting from the respective altitude and position of the two peaks shown in A. The blue and red trajectories

correspond to the peaks at 15-16 km (370 K) and 17-18 km (395 K) respectively in A.

than the one from Vernier et al. (2015) (-0.12 W/m2, also shown in Fig. 5). This might be related to the fact that our estimation

has been made using observed ATAL aerosol extinction profiles for a late monsoon period (August). The estimated shortwave30
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Figure 5. Daily average clear sky top of the atmosphere (TOA) and surface direct radiative forcing (triangles), and f ratio (dots), for the mean

fire plume and ATAL profiles of Fig. 2A. Green represents the calculations for the ATAL, red for the fire. The variability of the SSA in our

calculations is reflected by the error bars. The clear sky TOA radiative forcing estimation for the July-August ATAL of Vernier et al. (2015)

is also shown (semi-transparent green square).

surface RF is about -0.05 W/m2, consequently, the ATAL f ratio is ∼1. This value is typical for very reflective aerosol layers,

as expected for a layer mostly composed of condensed sulfates or organic aerosols. On the contrary, the estimated shortwave

RF for the advected aged fire plume is about -0.18 W/m2 at TOA and about -0.46 W/m2 at the surface, leading to an average f

ratio of ∼3.5, typical for significantly absorbing layers (e.g. Sellitto and Briole (2015)). From the TOA RF calculations for the

fire plume and ATAL, it can be concluded that the regional climate impact of the fire plume is up to 4 times (late ATAL, our

estimation) and 2 times (peak ATAL, estimation by Vernier et al. (2015)) larger than the one of the ATAL. Our RF estimation

for the fire plume is consistent with the estimated RF for biomass burning from wildfires of Ditas et al. (2018). The fire plume

TOA RF estimated here in the tropical UTLS has the same order of magnitude as a moderate volcanic eruption. For example,

Haywood et al. (2003) have estimated the mean RF of the 2010 Sarychev aerosols to about -0.25 W/m2 once dispersed in the

NH stratosphere. While here we do not attempt to estimate the impact of the aged Canadian fire plume over the whole NH,5

we provide an estimation of an already widespread fire plume (see Fig. 3C and D). In addition, the calculated values of the f

ratio and TOA RF suggest that while the fire plume has this significant cooling impact on the climate system, it can produce an

additional local heating in the layer where it is located, for f ratio values considerably larger than 1 (Sellitto and Briole, 2015).

5 Conclusions

The circulation of the AMA has effectively transported Canadian fire plume air from northern latitudes (∼40◦N) around the10

eastern flank into the tropics, where the air has further been lifted with the ascending branch of the BDC.

Although the highest extent of the fire plume in the stratosphere is seen in higher latitudes (>40◦N), a plume signal appears

at the end of August 2017 in the lower stratosphere (17 km) above the AMA/layer of confinement. The signal remains visible
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in the Asian area until April 2018. The diluted fire plume exceeds the concentrated ATAL signal, on average, in the Asian

monsoon region by a factor of 9 in terms of measured aerosol extinction (September 1st-5th compared to August 10-15th15

2017). Within the AMA region in 2017 (25-38◦N and 40-95◦E) and also south of the AMA (5◦N-25◦N and 40◦E-95◦E) an

enhanced aerosol extinction signal is visible above the tropopause in the second half of August. This signal remains at ∼19 km

until April 2018. There is no profile showing that the fire plume passes the barrier, mixing with the air masses inside the AMA.

We conclude that the fire plume has largely bypassed the AMA, as observed in the past for the Sarychev plume.

Even though recent moderate volcanic eruptions have had bigger impacts on the aerosol budget in the global stratosphere, we

show that also extreme fire events, like the Canadian fires in 2017, can have an impact on the global atmosphere by transport

of the plume into the tropics via the eastern flank of the AMA circulation. These fire events may even occur at high northern

latitudes and are still subject to efficient transport to the tropics. For this event, we estimate a significant regional climate5

impact, exceeding the ATAL climate forcing by a factor of 2 to 4, and our calculations suggest a significant cooling of the

NH climate system, comparable to a moderate volcanic eruption. The partially absorbing nature of aged fire aerosols may

lead to a significant local heating of the layer where they reside. While in this study we present one case example of the

plume that originated from the Canadian wildfires in 2017, it has to be noted that extreme fire events like this are expected to

occur more frequently due to climate change (Field et al., 2014). Already in 2018 another series of record breaking wildfires10

has been reported (Lindsay, 2018). For future extreme wildfire events the AMA circulation will provide a pathway for long-

range transport of atmospheric pollutants and fire plumes each year from the NH to the tropics and possibly to the southern

hemisphere and the stratosphere.
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Appendix A: Break down of the AMA circulation criterion

The criterion for the breakdown of the AMA circulation in 2017 is chosen according to the strength of the easterly jet that

forms the southern branch of the anticyclone and displayed in Fig. A1. The jet has its maximum at 12 km altitude (196 hPa).

Hence, the criterion is based on this altitude. For the years 2010-2017 the jet intensifies on average from April to July, with a

highest intensity in July (green curve). While the jet intensifies, it moves northwards to ∼5◦N. Especially in 2017 (red curve),5

the data show a much faster onset than decline, which is not the case for an average year between 2010 and 2017 (black curve).

From those data it can be concluded that the anticyclone is still there until the end of September 2017.

Appendix B: Supporting material for Figure 1 and 4

To visualize the fire plume in an early stage, when OMPS gives no measurement due to oversaturation, the Infrared Atmospheric

Sounding Interferometer (IASI) CO data are chosen to represent the position of the Canadian fire plume (Fig. B1). The IASI10

thermal infrared nadir sensor flying on board the MetOp-A and B satellites launched in 2006 and 2012 respectively enable

monitoring the tropospheric content of atmospheric trace gases such as O3 (Eremenko et al., 2008; Barret et al., 2011) and
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CO (George et al., 2009; De Wachter et al., 2012) with a global coverage twice daily. Here, we use CO data retrieved with

the Software for a Fast Retrieval of IASI Data (SOFRID) Barret et al. (2011); De Wachter et al. (2012). Validation against

MOZAIC airborne in-situ data have demonstrated that SOFRID-CO data are able to capture the seasonal variability of CO15

at mid-latitudes (Frankfurt) as well as at tropical latitudes (Windhoek) in the lower (resp. upper) troposphere with correlation

coefficients of 0.85 (resp. 0.70). De Wachter et al. (2012). Barret et al. (2016) have also shown that SOFRID-CO data were

able to document the accumulation of CO in the UTLS AMA.

Fig. B1A shows a clear aerosol extinction enhancement at 18 km altitude, equivalent to 445 K potential temperature. At the

altitude of the aerosol extinction peak, the calculated Angstrom exponent is ∼1.2, suggesting that the peak indeed results from

the aged fire plume. Fig. B1B shows the position of the SAGE III profile within its dynamical surrounding. The CLaMS CO

tracer in Fig. B1B gives an indication about the position of the AMA center with its enhanced tropospheric trace gases and

does not show ‘real’ CO abundances (e.g. the model CO mixing ratios depend strongly on the used boundary condition from5

AIRS observations and on the representation of tropospheric transport processes, see Pommrich et al. (2014)). Even though

the profile has been taken in early September, a time when the transport barrier is generally in the phase of slowly dissolving,

enhanced artificial CO with isolated features is still visible at 400 K, which confirms the long lifetime of the AMA particularly

in 2017 shown in Fig. A1. A group of perturbed back-trajectories (1000), obtained using the TRACZILLA Lagrangian model,

has been launched from the center of the peak seen in Fig B1, determined form the SAGE III observation. All 1000 calculated10

back trajectories pass over northern Canada ∼18 days prior to the SAGE III measurement profile at a pressure level of 85.87

±4.37 hPa (Fig. B1C). IASI CO observations show highly increased CO values at a 85 hPa pressure level. It is easily identified

as due to the injection of the Canadian fire plume into the stratosphere 18 days prior to the SAGE III measurement profile

(respective to the end points of the trajectories). Consistent with Fig. B1C, the upper aerosol extinction peak in Fig. B1A can

convincingly be associated with the Canadian fire plume. Another SAGE III aerosol extinction profile with two peaks, one at15

15 km (tropopause height, corresponding to a potential temperature of 365 K) and one at 17 km (corresponding to a potential

temperature of 380 K) is shown in Fig. B2. The magnitude of the aerosol extinction peak at 15 km agrees well with the ATAL

signal observed in Fig. 2. To put the observed measurement profile of Fig. B2A in the context of the dynamical/meteorological

situation on the day of the SAGE III measurement profile, the strength and position of the AMA have been investigated (Fig.

B2B) and back trajectories calculated. While the 9 day back trajectories from the peak at 17 km altitude (red trajectories, reach20

out to western China, the blue trajectories, corresponding to the lower peak at 15 km do not reach as far to the west. On the

21st of August the first fire plume signal is observed in western China (Khaykin et al., 2018). Consequently, the higher peak

at 17 km altitude may be interpreted as a mixture of air masses partly originating from the Canadian fire plume and the lower

peak at 15 km altitude can be associated with the ATAL signal (Fig. B2).

Another clear example for the fire plume signal measured in the Asian region in given in Fig. B2. Pure ATAL signals without25

any fire signature often appear in the SAGE III data set at 15 km altitude or slightly above, with Angstrom exponent mainly

between 2.0 and 2.5. At the peak altitude 16 – 17 km we calculate an Angstrom exponent of 2.2. Therefore, the enhanced

aerosol extinction values in Fig. B3A can be associated with the ATAL signal, even though it is 1-2 km higher than other ATAL

signals seen with the SAGE III data set (which could be a sign of an ATAL air mass leaving the dissipating AMA ‘bubble’
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Figure B1. (A) SAGE III aerosol extinction values for the profile taken on September 3rd 2017 at 42.94◦N and 103.8◦E. The dotted black

line represents the given tropopause height by the SAGE III data set. (B) CLaMS CO map at 400 K on the 3rd of September 2017. Grey lines

represent the PV contours at 3.6 PVU. The determination of the AMA PV transport barrier works only on a few days in 2017. White lines

show the Montgomery stream function. The position of the measurement profile from A is indicated with the black cross. (C) IASI CO map,

integrated over 12 hours at 85.18 hPa 18 days before the SAGE III profile measurement in A. Superimposed: Every 5th of the 1000 18-day

TRACZILLA kinematic back trajectories initialized at the geographical position and altitude of the fire plume peak in A.

(Yu et al., 2017)). On the northern side of the AMA a high PV gradient indicates a strong transport barrier (B), related to the30

strong westerly winds of the subtropical jet. Therefore, the profile taken at the border of the AMA is dynamically clearly in

the center of the AMA and it is not surprising that no fire plume signal is visible Fig. B3A. Fig. B3C shows the 9-day back

trajectories from the ATAL signal in Fig. B3A. All 1000 trajectories only reach areas of the core anticyclone shielded by the

transport barrier, following the wind fields shown in Fig. B3B.

Appendix C: Supporting material for Figure 3

Fig. C1 shows OMPS aerosol extinction measurements, supporting the transport pathway simulated by ClaMS in Fig. 3. The

fire plume signal approaches the Asian region from the west and is transported into the tropics via the eastern flank of the

AMA. To exclude a biased signal due to clouds, the altitude 18.5 km has been chosen.
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Figure B2. (A) Same as for Fig. 4 and B2 for August 30th 2017 at 31.55◦N and 91.55◦E (B) ClaMS CO-map as for Fig. 4,5 and A1 at 380 K

(C) The 1000 9-day back trajectories respective to altitude and position of the two peaks shown in A. The beginning of the blue trajectories

corresponds to the peak at 15 km altitude (365 K), the red trajectories to the peak at 17 km altitude (380 K) in A.
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Figure B3. ATAL signal in the Asian region without fire influence: (A), (B) as in Fig. 4,B2 and B2 for the profile measured on the 2nd of

September 2017 at 35.96◦N and 80.04◦E. (C) 9-day TRACZILLA kinematic back trajectories from the peak position in A at 400K.

Figure C1. OMPS aerosol extinction observation 675 nm at 18.5 km altitude on August 22nd and September 2nd at 675nm. White lines are

the MERRA zonal winds.
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